
Display "LH Sensor" icon after

changing main control and specification file.

<caution>  Please do not touch AIC icon in running.

Not use

*These icons don't use because

AIC used bobbin sensor instead of LH sensor

in this time.

So setting of "LH sensor" changed to Unuse.

AIC control needs ONLY these items.

Please set "Use" at AIC control.

Not use

Not use

Please set "Use" at AIC control.

The Conpatible group is unrelated.

( Use color mixising only )



 

AIC　control　を　Use　にすると

表示される【AIC icon】

AIC-status-icon is indicated.

4.replace to new bobbin.

5.remove a knot.

6.touch AIC icon and change to white.



In using AIC

please surely set "Speed control of EDP" "Auto"

Please set "Auto" at Speed control (drum).

If empty bobin is detected, A mixing is done by a remaining color, and AIC-icon change Red.



When the empty bobbin was replenished, 

Please push AIC-Red-icon. 

It is able to return only this push-icon work.

If push AIC-white-icon, it's possible to do in the same state as empty bobin.

When bobbin sensor turns off,main pressuer is resetted to the value like below.

Please adjust at the right moment.

Main pressure is resetted by receiving a signal of bobbin sensor 

whenever machine operation and stopping.



1 status

Running ４Collor

bobbin sensor

AIC icon

main pressuer

changing main control and specification file.

2

Running ３Collor (color No.1 used up)

bobbin sensor

AIC icon

main pressuer

bobbin sensor of color 1 detects that color No.2 uses up

AIC1 of color No.1 icon change to red automatically.

Main pressuer is restted automatically.

<caution>  Please do not touch AIC icon in running.

Because weft insertion stops if AIC icon is changed

from white to red in the setting of bobbin sensor 【ON】.

3

Running ２Collor (color No.1 and 4 used up)

bobbin sensor

AIC icon

AIC used bobbin sensor instead of LH sensor main pressuer

bobbin sensor of color 4 detects that color No.4 uses up

So setting of "LH sensor" changed to Unuse. AIC4 of color No.4 icon change to red automatically.

Main pressuer is restted automatically.

4

Stop Machine stop,as 3 out of 4 color run out.

bobbin sensor

AIC icon

main pressuer

bobbin sensor of color 3 detects that color No.3 uses up

AIC3 of color No.3 icon change to red automatically.

Main pressuer is restted automatically.
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5

・ replace bobbin 1,3and 4 to new bobbin.

bobbin sensor ← bobbin sensor turns on a light changes, i.e. from 【off】to【on】.

AIC icon ← AIC icon remains red.

main pressuer

・ remove a knot of new bobbin by manually.

・ touch AIC icon of new bobbin ,then icon turns red into white.

bobbin sensor

AIC icon ← turn into white

main pressuer

<caution>

 AIC icon doesn't change from red to white in the setting of bobbin sensor icon 【off】

・ restart machine

※ In case of changing color No.2 which is still not used up,

it means bobbin sensor of No.2 is still lighting.

Please do following action.

1.Turn the light off in taking off color No. 2 from cheese stand.

2.At the same time main pressure of No.2 is resetted.

3.change AIC icon of No.2 to red.

4.replace to new bobbin.

5.remove a knot.

6.touch AIC icon and change to white.
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caution

Please don't  replace to new bobbin at state as Fig.2,Fig.3.
Because machine doesn't  stop and weft yarn which has a knot inserts 
automatically.
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other points

pattern setting It's okay to set as usual.

However step and color do not correspomdant.

(step and heald frame pattern correspond.)



Please surely be　【off】 for "start not possible with empty bobbin"in using AIC.

Machine stop if icon remains 【off】.

take all bobbin sensor 【on】,and adapt assign bobbin sensor color.

When bobbin sensor turns off,main pressuer is resetted to the value like below.

Please adjust at the right moment.

Main pressure is resetted by receiving a signal of bobbin sensor 

whenever machine operation and stopping.






